
Mammalampa
The Bride Floor Lamp

Schirmdurchmesser

60 cm

80 cm

Schirmfarbe

bruin

wit

Technical details

Land van fabricage  Letland

fabrikant Mammalampa

ontwerper Ieva Kaleja

jaar 2009

bescherming IP20

Omvang van de levering Leuchtmittel/ Bulb

voltage geschiktheid 110 - 240 Volt

materiaal papier, staal, textiel

kabellengte 200 cm

dimmen dimbaar op locatie

base/versie E27

schakelbaarheid aan de lijn

Omschrijving

The Mammalampa The Bride Floor Lamp features a hand-woven lampshade.
The "dress" of the bride is made of paper and presents this traditional lighting
material in a unique design solution. When the light shines through the paper,
the floor lamp is permeated by an aura of airy lightness. Entirely handmade,
each Bride has its own weave pattern and unique personality. Each lampshade
interacts with the light and the space in a unique way, creating a highly
emotive lighting design.

The Bride floor lamp is offered with a shade diameter of 60 cm or 80 cm. The
total height of the lamp with a shade diameter of 60 cm is 170 cm, the total
height of the lamp with a shade diameter of 80 cm is 190 cm. The lamp shade
of the smaller lamp is 40 cm high, the shade of the larger lamp has a height of
50 cm. The lamp is available in the shade colours white and brown. The base
of the lamp consists of a tripod in the same colour as the shade. By using the
tripod, a firm stand of the lamp is guaranteed. A textile-covered 200 cm long
cable serves as the supply line. The lamp provides diffuse room light.
Depending on the size, the lamp has one or three E27 sockets that can be
operated with halogen lamps or LED retrofit. All lamps of the manufacturer
Mammalampa are exclusively designed and handmade by the manufacturer
himself.
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